OCT 27-11 NOV

COLOMBIA/CHILE/ECUADOR/PERU

SAT 27 Depart from UK via ATLANTA to BOGOTA with Delta Airlines, arriving in the evening. Our nearby
hotel overlooks the runway and part of the ramp.
SUN 28 We spend the whole day settling in and spotting from the hotel.
MON 29 Today we have a day trip to EL DORADO AIRPORT, AIRFORCE MUSEUM and the B727/B720 in
nearby park, returning to the hotel in the evening.
TUE 30 OPTIONAL day trip to VILLAVICENCIO. We hope to charter an interesting aircraft to take this
journey. We have a full ramp tour of this extremely interesting airport.
WED 31 Today we fly to CALI. We hope to have tours at the main airport, as well as the MARCO FIDEL
SUAREZ airbase. Our hotel overnight is at the main airport.
THU 1 At lunchtime we fly up to MEDELLIN. We visit both airports and our hotel is at the INTL airport for
the next 2 nights.
FRI 2 We visit the downtown airport where there are plenty of GA and regional aircraft. We return to our
overnight hotel at the main airport.
SAT 3 Morning flight back to BOGOTA for our onward flight to QUITO. We visit the Large museum at
MARISCAL SUCRE AFB, then return to the main airport and check-in to our nearby hotel.
SUN 4 We have the morning at the main airport, with afternoon flight to GUAYAQUIL. Our airport hotel
overlooks the ramp and runway.
MON 5 We hope for an airport tour in the morning. In the afternoon we fly direct to LIMA. Our hotel is
connected to the terminal.
TUE 6 Wive an early departure for the MUSEO AERONAUTICA at LAS PALMAS. We will hopefully visit the
maintenance facilities here, which has some very interesting aircraft on overhaul. The rest of the morning &
afternoon includes visits to the NAVY, AIRFORCE or POLICE at LIMA, with the remaining time at the hotel.
WED 7 This morning we fly down to SANTIAGO and transfer to hotel at the end of the runway. We stay here
for the rest of the day.
THU 8 After breakfast we will take pictures alongside the runway at SCL. In the afternoon we have a base
tour of the military base and visit some FBOs.
FRI 9 Today we visit have visits to the museum at CERRILLOS, with a lunchtime visit to the GA airport at
TOBALABA. When we get back to the airport, we return for our last nights hotel.
SAT 10 We transfer to the terminal for our lunchtime KLM B773 flight to BUENOS AIRES. We have 2 hours
transit here before the onward flight to AMSTERDAM.
SUN 11 We arrive in AMSTERDAM and again have a few hours in transit before the flight back to the UK.

REGIONAL DEPARTURES MAY BE POSSIBLE - NO VISAS REQUIRED

Cost: £2799

Deposit: £599

Single Room: £490

Includes: All listed flights including taxes, Ground transportation, Local guides,14 nights hotel (B & B)
m

FLYING WITH - DELTA / KLM / VIVA COLOMBIA / AVIANCA / LATAM

